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It all started from a love for 
water, sports and adventure...

In the early 80s, some friends and I fell in love with windsurfing. We 
were windsurfing pioneers in Slovenia. And as is normal for pioneers, 
we had a very strong determination but quite poor equipment! We 
wanted to surf more than those 2 or 3 windy days in summer, so we 
needed something to keep us warm.

At that time it was impossible to buy this kind of wetsuit in our 
country. And western European countries were too expensive for 
us, so I decided to make our own neoprene suits. We bought some 
neoprene abroad, smuggled it across the border and made ourselves 
our own technical wetsuits. The word spread and what started out of 
a necessity, turned into a hobby. It then slowly grew into a full time 
occupation that was closely related to the things I love.

Now, after more than thirty years of professional activity, passion 
is still the main driving force at Sandiline. We love what we do, 
that is why we still develop and produce our gear in our facilities in 
Slovenia. 

In order to be fit for their intended purposes, our products are 
carefully designed by our experts and tested by top-class athletes or 
professional users before reaching the market.

All the gear we produce is made with the same dedication and 
passion as those first wetsuits for me and my friends, but now 
with the benefit of more than three decades of experience and 
innovation. That experience makes our gear not only suitable for 
many different levels of performance and conditions but also durable 
and great to wear. Satisfied users, from Olympic medalists to 
amateurs, prove that we’ve chosen the right path - a path we will 
keep following in the future.

Thanks to all of you who make this possible!

Sandi
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SIZES: XS - 2XL

The most advanced dry suit in Sandiline history.
Finding the perfect combination of ergonomics and 
unparalleled technical features has always been a 
priority for Sandiline. 

The Black Edition model year 2023 redefines the 
standards of a kayak drysuit. Specially designed for 
white water adventures and equipped with excellent 
technical contents like the stretch cloth, the reflective 
inserts, the 100% waterproof pocket are just a few of 
the unique features of this drysuit.

The new cut guarantees unparalleled freedom of 
movement, while avoiding friction of the cloth and thus 
prolonging the lifetime of the dry suit. 
The 3 layer stretch cloth gives a superb user 
experience, ensuring optimal body temperature 
regulation even in the occasion of unfavorable weather 
conditions.

The TIZIP has been strategically placed on the 
torso, ensuring maximum freedom of movement, 
zipper protection and above all , easy dressing and 
undressing, without the help of other people.
Thanks to the partnership with FIDLOCK we have 
designed a 100% waterproof pocket sealed with 
patented Gooper technology,, able to accommodate a 
Smartphone up to 6.5 inches.

 A very important detail to face our outings in total 
safety. The logos and inserts near the water drains are 
produced with a reflective material, to ensure greater 
safety in case of low light conditions.

> HANDMADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAOP500BLK
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Extremely durable 3-layer cloth
stretch cloth

Waterproof> 25,000 mm

Breathability:> 6000 g / m2 / 24h

Welded seams

TIZIP® Masterseal hinges

Double latex and ultraspan 
neoprene cuffs on neck and arms

Heavy-duty CORDURA® material 
reinforcements on knees, seat and 
elbows

100% waterproof Fidlock pocket 

Reflective inserts

FEATURES:

BLACK EDITION;  the dry suit for those who want a 
product that breaks regular dry suit standards.



Breathable & waterproof 4 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

TiZip masterseal dry zippers;

Latex gaskets on wrists & neck;

Superstretch neoprene gaskets 
over the latex ones;

Cordura reinforcements on knees, 
elbows & seat part;

Relieve (“pee”) dry zipper;

Leg semi-dry pocket;

Reflective logos & inserts;

Re-styled cuts.

SIZES: XS - 2XL

FEATURES:

The Extreme 4L Drysuit is designed to 
give the best performance for extreme 
kayaking and whitewater environment. 

This suit is made with a breathable and 
highly waterproof 4 layer cloth and has 
Cordura reinforcements on the elbows, 
knees and seat part for extra durability.  

The new shape  gives more freedom of 
movement, and unparallel durability.

For additional safety, the Extreme 
features small reflective details, and  
all logos are made out of reflective 
material.

COLOURS:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

KAYAK SUIT 
EXTREME 4L

ITEM: KAOP500G
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KAYAK SUIT 
EXTREME 4L

ITEM: KAOP500G

Each sandiline dry suit is tested for waterprofness before being put on market.
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ITEM: KAOP500R



Breathable & waterproof 4 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Single  TiZip masterseal dry zipper;

Latex gaskets on wrists & neck;

Superstretch neoprene gaskets 
over the latex ones;

Cordura reinforcements on knees, 
elbows & seat part;

Leg semi-dry pocket.

Reflective logos & inserts

New Shape

8

KAYAK SUIT 
EXTREME 4L Ws  

SIZES: XS - XL

FEATURES:

COLOURS:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

The new Lady’s Extreme 4L model year 
2023 Drysuit is designed to give the 
best performance for extreme kayaking 
and white-water activities. This suit 
is made with a breathable and highly 
waterproof 4layer cloth with Cordura 
reinforcements on elbows, knees and 
seat part for maximum durability and 
abrasion resistance.
A Single zipper acts like a main entry 
zipper and a relief zipper, decreasing 
bulk and making the suit lighter, more 
comfortable, and easier to dress and 
undress. Having no zippers in the 
shoulder area, drastically improves 
the range of movement and makes 
paddling in a dry suit more enjoyable.
The zipper is placed in a strategical 
position, under the tunnel, and it is not 
visible to the naked eye. The placement 
of the zipper does not interfere with 
comfort while in the sitting position, 
since it does not press against the 
seat while paddling.
The new shape is designed for a 
modern woman kayaker and gives 
more freedom of movement, and 
unparallel durability. For additional 
safety, the suit features logos made 
from a reflective material In order 
to improve the kayaker visibility in 
possible low light conditions.

ITEM: KAOP501P

ITEM: KAOP501B

  NEW: main entry zipper and a relief zipper
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Breathable & waterproof 4 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Cordura reinforcements on elbows;

Reflective logo & Insert;

New shape.

SIZES: XS - 2XL

FEATURES:

The Extreme Jacket is designed to 
give the best performance for extreme 
kayaking and whitewater environments. 

This jacket is made with a breathable 
and highly waterproof 4 layer cloth 
and has Cordura reinforcements on the 
elbows, knees and seat part for extra 
durability.   

The new shape  gives freedom  of 
movement, whilst the new double 
tunnel  located on the torso ensures 
comfort and watertightness.
For additional safety, the Extreme 
features small reflective details, and  
all logos are made out of reflective 
material.

The inner tunnel with GT3  cloth 
(stretchy) and a rubber band are 
making this jacket easy to wear and 
extra waterproof.

JACKET 
EXTREME 4L

COLOURS:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAAN302G

ITEM: KAAN302R



SIZES: S - 2XL

COMBO FREESTYLE

The COMBO FREESTYLE is made with 
a 4 layer cloth, double neck and 
neoprene-latex wristbands, with 
Cordura reinforcements on the elbow 
area.

The tunnel that links the jacket to the 
spraydeck has a particular shape that 
even after a loop or any other trick 
will  always stay snug without causing 
damages to the cloth, increasing the 
life of the combo.

The 3,5mm ‘’Small-Diamond’’ neoprene 
guarantees resilience from any possible 
abrasion, while maintaining excellent 
elasticity properties, moreover the 
entire edge of the spraydeck has a 
Aramid reinforced neoprene for extra 
toughness.

A rubber coating is applied underneath, 
all around the edge of the spraydeck, 
increasing the general strength and 
ensuring an excellent grip between the 
spraydeck and the deck of the boat.

The handle is made with a highly visible 
and tough webbing. With a particular 
shape (adherent to the kayak) that 
prevents it to gets stuck, increasing the 
safety.

KEY = Blue Handle
BIGHOLE =Fuxia Handle
HUGE = Yellow Handle

COLOURS:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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JACKET FEATURES:

Breathable & waterproof 4 layer cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Cordura reinforcements on elbows;

Reflective inserts/logo;

SPRAY DECK FEATURES:

Durable Neoprene Small-Diamond 3.5mm;

Reinforcement Neoprene Kevlar ARAMID 3mm;

Tunnel with Grip Neoprene Mesh 3mm;

Rubber coating under edge;

Highly visible and tough webbing handle.

ITEM: KASE30BB          

GREEN/YELLOW: KASE30B                                                      

ITEM: KASE30H          

BLUE: KASE30HB                                                   

ITEM: KASE30K

BLUE: KASE30KB
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PANTS EXTREME 
ZIP 4L

The perfect pants for the longest and 
most demanding adventures.

The pants Extreme ZIP 4L are a revised 
version of our well known Extreme 
pants. The cuts have been improved - 
now they are even more comfortable, 
durable and performing.

The main cloth is well known 4 layer - 
this is the base to make the product is 
durable, waterproof and comfortable. 
The knees and seat part area are 
reinforced with Cordura for more 
abrasion resistance and durability. 
The Extreme ZIP 4L are equipped 
with adjustable elastic braces and an 
elastic waistband that makes them 
comfortable and high performing, tight 
fitting and waterproof in all situations.

The front dry relief zipper is very useful 
for longer trips, for there is no need 
to get undressed to pee. The pants 
feature also newly designed cloth dry 
socks which means more comfort and 
durability also for the feet part.

Breathable & waterproof 4 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Dry TiZip relief zipper;

Adjustable elastic braces;

Elastic waistband;

Welded seams;

Cordura reinforcements on knees 
and back;

Reflective inserts/logo;

Improved and more ergonomic 
cuts;

Improved shape 4L cloth socks.

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAOP302G
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Breathable & waterproof 4 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 9.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Cordura reinforcements on knees 
and back;

Reflective inserts/logo;

Improved ergonomic cuts;

Improved shape 4L cloth socks.

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

The pants Extreme A are an improved 
version of our Almost dry pants. The 
cuts and some materials have been 
improved - now they are even more 
comfortable and performing. 

The main cloth is well known 4 layer- 
this means the product is durable, 
waterproof and comfortable. The knees 
and seat part area are reinforced with 
Cordura for more abrasion resistance 
and durability. 

For the inner tunnel we used light, 
stretchable and highly breathable 
GT3 waterproof cloth with a rubber 
band at the top to avoid sliding down. 
With this solution the pants are even 
more comfortable and dryer than the 
previous model.

The Extreme A feature also cloth dry 
socks with an improved cut for more 
comfort and durability.

PANTS EXTREME 
A 4L

ITEM: KAOP3032
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> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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KEY
ITEM: KAKR306K

The new top of the line Sandiline 
spraydeck “EXTREME” is thought for 
whitewater kayaking without any 
compromise, designed for every 
kayaker who needs a tough, reliable 
and safe spraydeck for any situation.

The 3,5mm ‘’Small-Diamond’’ neoprene 
guarantees protection from any 
possible abrasion, while maintaining 
excellent elastic properties, moreover 
the entire edge of the spraydeck has 
a Kevlar reinforced neoprene for extra 
toughness.

A  sika rubber coating is applied all 
around the edge underneath of the 
spraydeck. Increasing the general 
strength of the spraydeck and 
ensuring an excellent grip between the 
spraydeck and the deck of the boat.

The tube is made out of 3mm 
neoprene, while the border part  is 
reinforced neoprene ‘’Mesh’’. This 
solution guarantees an impeccable 
grip on your torso, avoiding that the 
spraydeck might slip from your waist, 
ensuring a perfect seal against water.

The joint between the tunnel and the
remnant of the spraydeck has a double
heat sealing (inner and outer), an
essential solution needed to have a 
fully waterproof spraydeck, even after 
years of rough use.

The handle is made with a highly visible 
and durable webbing, with a particular 
shape (adherent to the kayak) that 
prevents it to get stuck, increasing the 
safety of this product.

KEY = Blue Handle
BIGHOLE =Fuxia Handle
HUGE = Yellow Handle

SPRAYDECK 
EXTREME

BIG HOLE
ITEM: KAKR306B

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

SIZES: XS - XXL
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HUGE
ITEM: KAKR306H

THE NEW ADVANCED LINE
At sandiline we are always in the quest for improvements. 
The idea behind the Advanced line was to create the most 
universal pieces meant to give the best balance between 
comfort & high performance. The technical clothing you get 
when you want to seriously take into the sport, but do not 
want to go into the extreme range and sacrifice comfort 
over a bit more water-tightness. The ones that can be 
appreciated by the pro and the rookie who knows kayaking 
will become his way of life.
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JACKET 
ADVANCED 3L 

Feel free, warm and dry with each 
paddle stroke. Just by wearing it you'll 
discover new ways of paddling.

SIZES: XS - 2XL

ITEM: KAAN304

Breathable & waterproof 3 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 6.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Velcro adjustable belt;

Lightweight and highly breathable 
inner belt cloth (spraydeck tunnel)

Double wrist cuffs: Super-stretch 
neoprene over latex;

Double neoprene neck cuffs: 
Super-stretch Ultraspan over 
neoprene with Super-stretch with 
glideskin interior;

Duratex reinforcements on elbows;

Reflective logo;

Improved cuts.

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAAN303B

JACKET 
ADVANCED 3L 

The Advanced short sleeved Jacket 
is designed to give the best ratio 
between comfort & performance for all 
levels of kayaking. 

SIZES: XS - 2XL

Breathable & waterproof 3 layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000 mm;

Breathable 6.000 g/sqm/24h;

Welded seams;

Velcro adjustable belt;

Lightweight and highly breathable 
inner belt cloth (spraydeck tunnel)

Neck and arms cuffs made with 
Super-stretch Ultraspan neoprene

Reflective logo;

Improved cuts.

FEATURES:
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PANTS ADVANCED 
3L

ITEM: KAOP303B

The Advanced Pants are designed to 
give the best balance between comfort 
& performance for a variety of water 
sports.

Lighter and more comfortable than 
the Extreme series and its predecessor 
the Semidry pants these pants are 
made with a 3 layer cloth with abrasion 
resistant cloth inserts on knees and 
seat part.

In the belly area the Advanced 3L 
pants feature super stretch Ultraspan 
neoprene over a cloth tunnel. The 
neoprene belt extends high up assuring 
waterproofness and warmth for the 
lower back area. The inner tunnel is 
made with light, stretchable and highly 
breathable GT3 waterproof cloth with a 
rubber band at the top to avoid sliding. 
With this solution the pants are even 
more comfortable and dryer than the 
previous model.

Water tightness at the ankles is 
provided by the very comfortable and 
stretchable UltraSpan neoprene cuffs. 
This neoprene allows a tight fit without 
compromising the comfort.

Breathable waterproof 3-layer 
cloth

Super-stretch Ultraspan neoprene 
waist and ankles cuffs

Waterproof 20.000 mm

Breathable 6.000 g/sqm/24h

Light and stretchable cloth for 
inner waits tunnel

Welded seams

Duratex reinforcements on knees 
and seat part

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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Breathable waterproof 3-layers 
cloth;

Neoprene neck, wrists and ankles;

Waterproof 20.000 mm (EN20811);

Breathable 6.000 g/sqm/24h;

Double tube for spraydeck;

Welded seams and TiZip 
Masterseal;

Cordura reinforcements on knees, 
seat and elbows.

SIZES: XS - 2XL

FEATURES:

The Sandiline Drysuit  at a stunning 
price without compromising on quality.
Easy Kayak Drysuit is designed to be 
used in every kind of kayak sports, 
but also in rafting, SUP, sailing and 
canyoning.

The zipper closure gives an easy and 
fast way of opening and closing it 
without any help needed.

This new cloth will keep you warm 
and dry inside your drysuit even in 
tough conditions without reducing your 
movements.

Knees, seat and elbows are reinforced 
in cordura material to avoid tearing 
of the cloth and make your suit last 
longer.

KAYAK SUIT EASY  
KAYAK 3L 

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAOP503
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Adjustable panic belt;

Small diamond reinforced deck.

FEATURES:

An ideal spraydeck for beginners,
schools and rentals. Two adjustable 
belts with a webbing tightening
system to ensure perfect fitment and a
reinforced deck with abrasion resistant
small diamond neoprene.

SPRAYDECK 
ADVANCED SD BIG

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

SIZES: XS - XXL

ITEM: KAKR0071
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SIZES: XS - 2XL

The Combo GT3 MY 22 for slalom 
competitions is designed in order to 
get the maximum performance.
The upper part is made with GT3 elastic 
cloth, the new shape gives freedom of 
movement.

The spraydeck is made with super 
stretchy neoprene which guarantees 
an easy experience when inserting it 
on the deck for the user. The handle is 
made in order to take as less space as 
possible, without reducing the safety 
levels.

The spraydeck has ROX reinforcements, 
an extremely durable and resistant 
material that combines strength and 
design.

COMBO GT3 
LO. SLEEVE

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KASE106

ITEM: KASE106R 
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COMBO GT3 
SH. SLEEVE

ITEM: KASE107
SIZES: S - 2XL

Breathable (24.000g/m2/24h);

Waterproof (18.000 mm);

Neoprene cuffs on wrists and neck;

Welded seams;

ROX reinforced.

FEATURES:

COLOURS:

LONG & SHORT sleeve

SPRAYDECK OPTIONS:

K1 SLALOM ROX

C1 SLALOM ROX

K1 WILDWATER

K1 POCKET

C1 POCKET

ITEM: KASE107R

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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SIZES: S - 2XL

Breathable (10.000g/m2/24h);

Waterproof (10.000 mm);

Waist velcro adjustment;

Neoprene cuffs on wrists and neck;

Welded seams;

FEATURES:

JACKET RACE 3L

This breathable mid-weight layered 
cloth provides the perfect balance 
between durability, performance and 
price. A carefully tailored slim cut 
means no excess material for improved 
comfort and performance. Available in 
long or short sleeves.

ITEM: KAAN101BLK

COLOURS:

LONG & SHORT sleeve

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAAN101BLU

ITEM: KAAN101

ITEM: KAAN102BLU 

ITEM: KAAN102 

ITEM: KAAN102BLK 



ITEM: KAAN101BLK

ITEM: KAAN101BLU

ITEM: KAAN101
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SPRAYDECK K1 
SLALOM ROX

ITEM: KAKR002

Quality neoprene spraydeck;

Classic design to fit K1 slalom 
boats.

ROX reinforced.

SIZES: XS - XXL

FEATURES:

SPRAYDECK C1 
SLALOM ROX
SIZES: XS - XXL

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

The spraydeck for all slalom kayaks, 
designed for unparalleled durability.
The super stretchy neoprene makes 
it easy to insert on the deck for the 
user. The handle is designed in order to 
take as less space as possible, without 
reducing the safety levels.

This model comes with double ROX 
reinforcement, an extremely durable 
and resistant material that combines 
strength and design.

Compact handle;

ROX reinforced.

FEATURES:

ITEM: KAKR003
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SIZES: XS - XXL

The spraydeck for all wildwater 
kayakers, made for unparalleled 
durability.

The super stretchy neoprene makes 
it easy to insert on the deck for the 
user. The handle is designed in order to 
take as less space as possible, without 
reducing the safety levels.

SPRAYDECK 
K1 WILDWATER

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

Durable & resistant cordura 500 
outer cloth;

Low foam at front;

3 elasticated adjuster straps on 
each side for good fit;
 
Comfortable and low bulk 
neoprene & adjustable webbing 
shoulder straps;

Tapered foam cut allows easy 
leaning forward and backward.

SIZES: XS/S, M/L, XL/2XL

FEATURES:

The PRO has adjustable webbings on 
the shoulder, ISO 12402 - 5 approved 
and ICF registred.
A minimalist design for competition 
performance. The soft AIREX foam is 
cut to aid easy movement. The PRO is 
the favourite amongst the Sandiliners 
& other world class athletes.

ISO12402-5  APPROVED

PFD PRO

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

Compact handle;
FEATURES:

ITEM: KAPLJ102R

ITEM: KAKR001

ITEM: KAPLJ102
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6.5 mm neoprene with inner 
thermal lining;

6.5mm super-stretch neoprene 
with inner thermal lining on armpit 
and crotch area;

Glide-skin neoprene on wrists and 
neck;

Rox reinforcements on knees and 
elbows with new ergonomic shape;

1-Way YKK zip with 3mm double-
lined neoprene flap underneath;

Double blind-stitched and glued 
(watertight) seams.

Semi-dry pocket with rope 
loop inside for securing  extra 
accessories

Reflective Logo

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

The most advanced Canyoing wetsuit 
in Sandiline collection.The Canyoning 
GUIDE 2.0 wetsuit  6.5mm model 
year 2023 thermal lining neoprene is 
designed to give the best performance 
for canyoning and rescue environment. 
The new shape and patten design gives 
the user freedom of movement, and 
unparalleled durability.
To ensure maximum durability the suit 
is reinforced with abrasion resistant 
Rox reinforcements on the knees and 
elbows. The neck and wrists are made  
with very comfortable 5mm neoprene 
with a glide-skin finishing for better 
water resistance.The suit is double 
blind-stitched and glued ,which along 
with the glide-skin cuffs and the flap 
underneath the zip allows for minimum 
water penetration.The semi dry splash 
proof chest pocket is perfect to fit 
a rescue knife or anything else you 
might need. The new pattern design 
and features, like the super-stretch 
neoprene on armpits & crotch area, 
are studied to meet the needs of 
instructors and give comfort even to 
beginners who demand a high quality 
personal use wetsuit. 

GUIDE 2.0; 6,5mm
CANYONING SUIT

COLOURS:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
20% Nylon

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: PTOP11351

**For rental use we recommend our Rental model.
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A very warm 6.5mm neoprene 
canyoning wetsuit meant for rentals 
in demanding canyons. To ensure 
durability the suit reinforced with 
abrasion resistant Rock reinforcements 
on the knees and elbows, while the 
seat part is made with abrasion 
resistant Supratex neoprene lining. The 
hood is made with very comfortable 
5mm double-lined neoprene with a 
glide-skin finishing for better water-
tightness at the neck and face. The 
suit is double blind-stitched and glued 
which along with the flap underneath 
the zip and the glideskin finishing on 
the face and neck allows very little 
water in the wetsuit. The cut and 
details are studied to give comfort 
in every situation and for many 
different body shapes. 

For personal use we recommend 
the similar guide model which 
has glide-skin neoprene also 
on wrists and ankles.

6.5 mm neoprene with inner 
thermal lining;

6.5mm super-stretch neoprene 
with inner thermal lining on armpit 
and crotch area;

5 mm double-lined neoprene on 
hood;

5 mm glide-skin neoprene on face 
& neck;

Rock reinforcements on knees and 
elbows;

Abrasion resistant Supratex 
neoprene lining on seat;

1-Way YKK zip with 3mm double-
lined neoprene flap underneath;

Double blind-stitched and glued 
(watertight) seams.

SIZES: XXS - 4XL

FEATURES:

HOODED CANYONING 
SUIT RENTAL, 6,5mm

COLOURS:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
20% Nylon

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: PTOP1132F-BLUE

ITEM: PTOP1132F-RED     
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Double blind-stitched & glued;

SUPRATEX reinforcement on seat 
and knees;

A-symmetric cut on ankles;

YKK zipper;

big character sizing.

FEATURES:

Our new 5mm long john is suitable  for 
colder weather conditions. The ideal 
solution for beginners, schools and 
rentals where thicker neoprenes are 
needed. It features abrasion resistant 
Supratex reinforcements on the seat 
at the back and at the front from 
the knees to the ankles. The YKK 
zipper allows easy dressing and fast 
undressing. This long john also features 
an A-symmetric cut on ankles for easier 
donning, less tearing and therefore 
more durability. This long john is made 
with 5 mm double lined neoprene.

SIZES: 2XS - 4XL

LONG JOHN RCS 
5mm SUPRATEX ZIP

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
20% Nylon

ITEM: KANO021ZIP
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Double blind-stitched & glued;

Duratex reinforcement on the seat;

A-symetric cut on ankles;

YKK zipper;

Big character sizing.

SIZES: 3XS - 3XL

FEATURES:

The ideal solution for beginers, schools 
and rentals. The YKK zipper allows easy 
dressing and fast undressing. This Long 
john also features A-symmetric cut on 
ankles for easier donning, less tearing 
and therefore more durability.

This long john is made with 3 mm 
double lined neoprene. The back of the 
long john is made with abrasion and 
tear reinforcement Duratex neoprene.

LONG JOHN BSC ZIP
                                        

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
20% Nylon

 ITEM: KANO202
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SIZES: S - 2XL

A Simple and functional jacket, perfect 
for touring use.

Particularly suitable for canoe schools 
and rafting centers, which need a 
light but at the same time robust and 
reliable product.

The cloth is resistant to wind and 
water splashes, the neck and waist 
are adjustable so as to easily adapt to 
different body sizes.

JACKET RENTAL

Water resistance (8,000 mm)

Non-heat-sealed seams

Neoprene cuffs

Adjustable neoprene collar

Adjustable waist band

FEATURES:

COLOURS:

ITEM: KAAN004B

ITEM: KAAN004R

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
  20% Nylon

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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3-layer material, breathable and 
waterproof

Water column: 20,000 mm 
(EN20811);

Breahability: 6,000 g / m2 / 24h;

Heat sealed seams

Double layer wrist gaskets (Latex 
+Ulstraspan neoprene)

Neoprene collar

Double tube with elastic and 
waterproof material

YKK Velcro

FEATURES:

SIZES: S - 2XL

The Rookie 3L Sandiline water jacket is 
designed to be extremely comfortable 
and durable, without compromising 
on quality. Equipped with a very soft 
3 layer cloth that is at the same time 
waterproof and breathable, maintaining 
high-level technical characteristics.

To achieve excellent water resistance, 
a double layer of neoprene is placed 
on the wrists, while the collar has a 
layer that guarantees a good seal and 
uncompromising comfort.

Equipped with double tube for Inserting 
the spraydeck for a perfect watertight 
combination. 

Suitable for both beginners and more 
experienced paddlers, up up to class 4 
white water.  

The Jacket rookie is also a versatile 
jacket, that can be used for white 
water paddling as well as for 
Seakayaking. 

JACKET ROOKIE 3L

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
  20% Nylon

COLOURS:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAAN0072R

ITEM: KAAN0072B
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SPRAY DECK BASIC 
SCHOOL SMALL

An ideal spraydeck for beginners, 
schools and rentals. One size fits 
all - adjustable belt with a webbing 
tightening system, light and stretchy 
for easier pull on/off the boat and an 
excellent price tag. Also available with 
a larger deck (Large - KAKR105) for 
bigger cockpits.

Adjustable belt;

Light and stretchy.

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

FEATURES:

SPRAY DECK BASIC 
SCHOOL LARGE

An ideal spraydeck for beginners, 
schools and rentals. One size fits 
all - adjustable belt with a webbing 
tightening system, light and stretchy 
for easier pull on/off the boat and an 
excellent price tag. Also available with 
a smaller deck (Small - KAKR104) for 
smaller cockpits.

Adjustable belt;

Light and stretchy.

ONE SIZE FITS ALL

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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ITEM: KAKR104

ITEM: KAKR105
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4-way superstretch 5mm for warmth;

4-way superstretch 3mm inserts for freedom of 
movement;

Glued & blind stitched;

Microfleece inner lining;

Water repellent outer lining.

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

Extremely stretchable, comfortable, warm and performance 
oriented top. The Arctic top is made of 5mm & 3mm 
superelastic neoprene panels carefully positioned to give 
maximum warmth and comfort for the coldest days. The 
inner lining is a warm and pleasant to the skin micro fleece, 
while the outer layer is a nylon lining with a water repellent 
coating. The choice and positions of the neoprenes makes 
this top one of the warmest cold weather neoprene tops 
while still allowing full mobility

ARCTIC SHIRT
ITEM: KANO530

Stretchable and skin pleasant 1.5mm M-flex airprene;

Spandex inserts under the armpit, back and elbows;

Neck zipper;

Flat stitching;

Carefully designed, body hugging shape for best comfort 
and performance.

SIZES: S - 2XL

FEATURES:

This shirt is perfect for keeping the core temperature steady 
in warm but, variable weather conditions. The material of 
choice is the stretchy, very comfortable and fresh 1.5mm 
M-flex airprene (perforated neoprene) combined with highly 
stretchable, fresh and UV protective spandex inserts. The 
stretchy Lycra can be found on every part of the body that 
needs flexibility & additional freshness. It comes with a short 
zipper on the upper chest, for extra freshness at higher 
temperatures. The best choice for mid season and cooler 
summer days. 

AIR XLIGHT SHIRT
ITEM: KANO540

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
20% Nylon

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene 
15% Nylon
5% Spandex

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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One 42 is our new line of carefully 
designed body hugging baselayer 
clothing. It is warm, comfortable and 
very performance oriented. Made out 
of thin 0.5 mm neoprene it is super 
strechable and always returns to its 
original shape. On the inside there 
is a soft fleece thermal layer that is 
pleasant to the skin and warm in cold 
days. 

SIZES: XS - 2XL

Performance oriented carefully designed body hugging 
shape;

0,5mm neoprene;

Inner micro fleece thermal lining;

Outer nylon super-stretch lining;

Extra high rising at back to keep warm the lower back in 
every situation;

Flat 4 needle stitching.

FEATURES:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.

ITEM: KANO111 (long sleeve)

ITEM: KANO0006 (long)

ITEM: KANO0005 (3/4)

ITEM: KANO0004 (short)

ITEM: KANO211 (short sleeve)

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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Performance cut;

Flat stitching;

Light weight;

Body hugging 4-way stretch;

Keeps your skin dry when you 
sweat;

Highly breathable;

Wind & abrasion resistant;

Comfortable next-to-skin.

SIZES: 2XS- 2XL

FEATURES:

Meant for cold weather outdoor 
performance, designed to be 
confortable & fit perfectly during 
all kind of movements. Made with 
Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro material.

BASELAYER POLARTEC® 
POWERSTRETCH® PRO

COMPOSITION: 53% Polyesther 
38% Nylon
9% Spandex

SIZES: S/M and L/XL

POLARTEC® CAP

POLARTEC® CAP/NECK WARMER
ITEM: KAPO004

SIZES: UNI SIZE

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
ITEM PANTS: KAPO002

ITEM SHIRT: KAPO001

ITEM: KAPO003
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PANTS FP DOUBLE
ITEM: KAOP3041

Flex 24 airprene;

Carefully designed, body hugging shape to increase 
comfort;

Extra high rising at back to help stay warm the lower 
back;

3/4 length.

SIZES: S - 2XL

INNER PANT FEATURES:

Breathable (4.000 g/m2/24h);

Waterproof (8.000 mm);

Windproof;

Welded seams.

OUTER PANT FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

NOTES



This accessory is usable for a variety of 
water-sports. Available in two different 
sizes & one colour combination - black. 
For more comfort the new model has a 
super-stretch insert on the chin.

2mm doublelined neoprene;

Super-stretch insert on chin;

Flat 4 needle stitching.

SIZES: S/M and L/XL

FEATURES:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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HEAD CAP
ITEM: KANO1192

One 42 head cap is a  part of our new 
baselayer collection. Made out of thin 
0.5 mm neoprene which makes the 
head cap super strechable. On the 
inside there is a soft fleece thermal 
layer that is very pleasant to the skin. 
The new head cap is warm, comfortable 
and very performance oriented. 

Performance oriented carefully 
designed head hugging shape;

Very thin 0,5mm neoprene;

Inner micro fleece thermal titanium 
lining;

Outer nylon super-stretch lining;

Flat 4 needle stitching.

SIZES: UNI SIZE

FEATURES:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

NEO CAP SEAYAK 20
ITEM: KANO019

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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POGGIES FIRE
ITEM: KAOP004

The new Pogies Fire are the result of a 
long development in the most extreme 
conditions. The shape totally revised in 
order to improve both comfort and use.

The special cut creates a cylindrical 
shape on the terminal part of the 
pogie, making it easier to put your 
hands inside.

The velcro opening allows you to easily 
position the knobs on any type of 
shaft.

A 2mm Mesh neoprene has been used, 
a material that facilitates the sliding of 
water on the pogie, leaving the pogie 
light and dry.

Moreover this material is performant 
when windy days are involved, 
preventing your hands to get cold even 
during very long paddling sessions.
And if that is still not enough a 0.5 
thermo neoprene has been added 
on the inside, increasing comfort and 
thermal properties.
The ‘’Fire’’ are the perfect ally for your 
winter sessions, even for those who 
suffer the cold most.

2mm MESH Neoprene;

0.5 Thermo Neoprene;

Ergonomic cut;

One size fit all.

SIZES: UNI SIZE

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <
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SOCKS
ITEM: KANO1161

One 42 socks are part of our new baselayer collection. They 
are warm, comfortable and very performance oriented. 
Made out of thin 0.5 mm neoprene which makes them super 
strechable. On the inside there is a soft fleece thermal layer 
that is very pleasant to the skin. 

Performance oriented carefully designed leg hugging 
shape;

0,5mm neoprene;

Inner micro fleece thermal lining;

Outer nylon super-stretch lining;

Flat 4 needle stitching.

SIZES: 32/33 - 48/49

FEATURES:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

SOCKS POLARTEC® 
POW. STR.® PRO 

Meant for cold weather outdoor performance, designed to 
be confortable & fit perfectly during all kind of movements. 
Made with Polartec® Power Stretch® Pro material.

Performance cut;

Flat stitching;

Light weight;

Body hugging 4-way stretch;

Keeps your skin dry when you sweat;

Highly breathable;

Wind & abrasion resistant;

Comfortable next-to-skin.

SIZES: 32/33 - 48/49

FEATURES:

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

COMPOSITION: 53% Polyesther 
38% Nylon
9% Spandex

ITEM: KAPO005
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Neoprene socks useful for a variety of watersports. 

This acessory is usable for a variety of watersports to keep 
your feet warm and protected. The neoprene socks are 
available in different thicknesses to fit your needs & usage 
conditions.

The socks are made with double lined nylon neoprene 
(option: thermoplush interior) in thicknesses 3mm

SIZES: 32/33 - 48/49

5mm neoprene socks with thermal lining useful for a variety 
of watersports. This accessory is usable for a variety of 
watersports to keep your feet warm and protected. Made 
with  5mm neoprene with a thermal inner lining.

SIZES: 32/33 - 48/49

SOCKS 5mm THERMO
ITEM: PTOP016

SOCKS SPLASH 30
ITEM: PTOP015

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.

5mm neoprene with thermal inner lining;

Abrasion resistant supratex soles;

Glued & blind-stitched.

FEATURES:

COMPOSITION: 80% Neoprene,
20% Nylon.
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COMPOSITION: 70% Neoprene,
20% Rubber,
10% Nylon.

Double lined nylon neoprene 5 mm;

Side zipper;

Rubber sole;

Toe cap and heel reinforcements.

SIZES: 32/33 - 48/49

The soft and double lined 5 mm neoprene makes it very 
comfortable in every situation. The side zipper allows easy 
donning. The non slip rubber with reinforcement on the heel 
and toe makes this product very durable & resistant.

BOOTS NEO-H
ITEM: KAOP0021

COMPOSITION: 70% Neoprene,
20% Rubber,
10% Nylon.

Adjustable velcro strap and ankle drawcord for a snug 
fit - both removable;

2 mm double line neoprene;

Rubber sole.

SIZES: 32/33 - 47/48

Quality neoprene shoes with a flexible treaded rubber sole to 
protect your feet. Can be easily and comfortably worn in the 
boat.

LOW SHOES SAND
ITEM: JAOP016

FEATURES:

FEATURES:
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COLLECTION

Breathable & waterproof 3-Layer 
cloth;

Waterproof 20.000mm;

Breathable 6.000 g/sqm/24h;

LDWR - long durable water 
repellency treatment;

Welded seams;

Reflective zones;

High tenacity Cordura 
reinforcements on knees & seat 
part;

Tight fitting superstretch primaskin 
neoprene on neck;

SIZES: 2XSj - XLj

FEATURES:

CANYONING SUIT 
RISING STAR KIDS 

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

COLOURS:

ITEM: PTOP11331
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SIZES: UNI SIZE - ONE FITS ALL 

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

Durable & resistant cordura 500 
outer cloth;

Low foam at front;

3 elasticated adjuster straps on 
each side for good fit;

Comfortable and low bulk 
neoprene & adjustable webbing 
shoulder straps;

Tapered foam cut allows easy 
leaning forward and backward.

FEATURES:

This PFD has adjustable webbings on 
the shoulders, ISO 12402 - 5 approved 
and ICF registred.
A minimalist design for competition 
performance. The soft AIREX foam is 
cut to provide ease of movement.
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ISO12402-5  APPROVED

SPRAYDECK SD 
KIDS SLALOM

Designed for children who want to 
paddle in total safety, with a durable 
and reliable product.

The Spraydeck  can be opened using 
the solid front or the cross strap, which 
allows you to open the spaydeck  with 
the pressure of the legs alone.

Compatible cokcpits  are those of 
slalom kayaks and many plastic kayaks 
with a small cockpit.

Super abrasion resistant neoprene

Adjustable strap for quick release 
(Panic-Belt)

Front “buttonhole” strap for a 
better grip

Suitable for slalom boats and more

SIZES: Sj - XLj

FEATURES:

PFD JUNIOR PRO
ITEM: KAPLJ0041R

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

ITEM: KAPLJ0041

ITEM: KAKR012
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SIZES: Sj - Lj

ITEM: KANO504

Rock reinforcement on seat part;

Carefully designed, body hugging, 
shape to increase warmth;

Flat 4 needle stitching;

Velcro straps on shoulders.

FEATURES:

A simple, yet versatile kids long john 
made of 2mm double lined neoprene 
with Rock reinforcement of the seat 
part. This product has with velcro 
adjustments on shoulders which makes 
it very simple for donning and gives at 
least some 10 cm of growth margin.

> MADE IN SLOVENIA <

LONG JOHN
KIDS SPLASH 20 

Water brush by: Niño Batitis
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Water brush by: Niño Batitis

We at Sandiline are happy to offer you repair services for any damage 
that may occure on our products while normal use. Products that will 
need to be repaired due to improper use, storage, abuse, etc. will be 

repaired according to our repair price list, but only if is still possible to 
repair the product at a reasonable price. With every repair you send us, 
there is a product less on the landfills. Support sustainable living and 

repair your damaged goods!
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